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NAB 2012: The convention has just started and
the indieGS2K is already the talk of the day!

In addition to our presence at the booths of our
distributors Camadeus (Booth C9638) and Polecam
(Booth 5340), you will find our cameras displayed by the
following companies in the central hall:
- Convergent Design (Booth C9918)
The exciting new Gemini RAW recorder is the perfect
match for our global shutter camera indieGS2K, since it
will support the Indiecam InstantRAW format perfectly.
Read more in this Convergent Design newsletter.
LINK
- Cobham (Booth C7916)
The specialist company for wireless HD transmission uses
our cameras to demonstrate their latest RF-Video-Link
technology.
We are also happy to announce:
- Colorfront’s dailies system OSD supports the Indiecam
InstantRaw workflow. It is currently being used by German
post-house Cinepost on Ron Howard’s Film Rush shot by
DOP Anthony Dod Mantle and processes Indiecam RAWfiles seamlessly alongside other RAW formats.

- Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI), one of the
world’s leading institutes of applied science, already uses
the indieGS2K for their cutting-edge hybrid stereoscopic
technology in cooperation with imcube. Read more in the
imcube newsletter.
LINK
- P+S Technik designed their new PS-Micro Rig to operate
with the indieGS2K.
LINK
For further information about our fabulous new 2K HDSDI
camera check out the product page for the indieGS2K on
our webpage www.indiecam.com or drop by our booths!
We would be delighted to show you our exciting range of
products and discuss your camera and equipment needs
in detail. You will find our team of experts at the following
locations:

Booth number C9638 with our US distributors Camadeus
Booth number C5340 with our UK distributors Polecam

The NAB 2012 takes place in the Las Vegas Convention
Center, Las Vegas, Nevada USA.
Exhibition dates: 16-19 April 2012
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